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10. Continue to the corner of the

plantation and turn right at the

bench. At the end of the trees take

the middle path back to Four Firs

following the East Devon Way.

9. From the Gibraltar

stone, retrace your

steps to the track,

turn left and follow

the track down and

then up toward the

stand of trees.

2. Continue north until you reach the

castle car park, cross the car park and

enter the hillfort using steps up and

over the ancient ramparts.

8. Continue down hill towards

the stream at the bottom, before

the steam follow the track around

a right hand bend and follow it

back up hill.

4. Turn right and follow the track to

the corner of the plantation where the

track splits in different directions.

At this junction turn left and continue

along the wide stony track. This is

the boundary between Woodbury and

Colaton Raleigh commons.

1. From the carpark entrance

cross the road with care and

follow the waymarked path

(East Devon Way) towards

Woodbury Castle.

6. Continue down to Model

Airfield car park and cross

the road. Pass another barrow

to your right and walk down

to the gate, closing it

behind you, and continue

ahead across the boardwalk.

3. Leave the hillfort through the sloped gap in

the banks to the east. Walk down the track through

the plantation planted with Douglas fir and

Corsican pine and out onto the heath.

7. At the crossroads,
either turn right and

return to the carpark or
turn left for an additional

1km extension.

Start at Four Firs
Some gentle sloping sections and steps

3km (approx 90min) with optional loop +1km (+30mins)
--------

Four Firs is a popular place to start exploring
the heaths, just of the B3179 and B3180.

5. Halfway along the wide stony track

turn right onto a grassy track (If

you reach Uphams plantation you have

gone too far!).
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